
 

Five Kitchen Gadgets Every Home Cook 
Needs to Own.  

 
 
 
Hey Larks Live family!  
 
As you’ve already seen, I just love putting together useful stuff to help us all level up our home 
cooking.  
 
This week, I decided to get a list of gadgets I think every home cook needs to own. At the very 
least, these should be on your wishlist!  
 
I’m not being sponsored to do this. I won’t make any money if you decide to nab one of these 
gadgets. This is purely a case of, I think these devices are amazing and essential and I want to 
help my Larks Live family access the best stuff!  
 
When I sat down to write this, I thought about what to include and decided I wanted to only 
share items that would get used over and over again. I know for a fact we’ve all got gadgets we 
bought on a whim and have used less than a handful of times (hello weird fruit styling plastic 
knife thingy from Debenhams circa 1987).  
 

1. Sous Vide  

 
 
The first gadget I think is essential and can be used time and time again is a good quality Sous 
Vide.  
 
Larks Live is built on the concept of levelling up our home cooking and I think Sous Vide is one 
of those techniques that really achieves that. 



To put it simply, Sous Vide is a method of cooking where temperature control is crucial. You 
vacuum seal your ingredients, submerge them in a bath of water and then heat the water to a 
consistent temperature for a specific amount of time.  
 
Sous Vide is at it’s best with good quality meat. Dry aged steak works really well when cooked 
sous vide.  
 
In my opinion, the best way to perfect the method is to buy a Sous Vide device that maintains 
the right temp so you’re not having to continuously adjust your hob etc.  
 
The best one on the market for me is the Anova Precision Cooker. It’s so simple to use and 
makes perfect home cooked steak tangible!  

2. Cast Iron 
 

 
 
Little in life compares to cooking with cast iron!  
 
The thing I really love about a good quality cast iron pan is that it lasts forever and distributes 
heat so well.  
 
If you’re looking to caramelise meat perfectly or add a lovely sear to something, cast iron is the 
one!  
 
I think two types of cast iron pans are necessary. A flat bottomed skillet for steaks, meats etc 
and a lined griddle (believe me, cast iron griddled asparagus is the best thing in life ever).  
 
I really like the Netherton Foundry Prospector for a good all rounder (cheapest I found online 
was here), they make very high quality cast iron at a very accessible price point.  
 
For a griddle style, I highly rate the Le Creuset griddle. It’s literally a classic. Slightly pricey but 
so worth it. I actually found this cheapest at Amazon however, they sell it in John Lewis so if you 
want to see it first, that’s a good option.  
 

https://anovaculinary.com/anova-precision-cooker/
https://www.bbcgoodfood.com/review/best-cast-iron-skillet-pans
https://www.bbcgoodfood.com/review/best-cast-iron-skillet-pans


3. Dutch Oven  

 
 
I think it’s safe to say you may already have a dutch oven. Lots of people do. However, without 
wanting to sound repetitive, I’ve built the Larks Live family on the concept of bringing skill levels 
up.  
 
There’s a big difference between a standard dutch oven and a great quality professional level 
dutch oven.  
 
The thing I love about dutch ovens is how versatile they are. I’ve made anything from 48 hour, 
no-knead sourdough through to the heartiest of stews and even a sunday roast in my dutch 
oven!  
 
My preference is the Anolon nouvelle, copper bottomed dutch oven. It’s higher end in terms of 
price however, it looks stunning and has induction ready coating making it very versatile.  
 

4. Just three Knives.  
 
One of the things I see all the time is flashy knife block sets for exuberant prices. It gets on my 
nerves. Realistically, there are three knives every home cook needs to own and only three. 
These three knives will do every job you need them to.  
 
Be prepared to invest in good knives. A good knife will last a long time and will make so many 
tasks effortless, it’s 100% worth the investment.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Anolon-Nouvelle-Hard-Anodized-Nonstick-5-Quart/dp/B00GI5QSWA


Chef’s Knife  
 

 
 
This is the big boy. Good for chopping, slicing and mincing. The best tool for this job is a 
santoku knife and, my personal favourite is the Aiko Damascus steel blade. It’s absolutely 
gorgeous and does such a good job.  
 
Paring Knife  
 

 
 
A paring knife comes into its own for those delicate tasks a Santanku just couldn’t handle.  
 
My favourite is I.O Shen’s Mai Pang. It’s hard wearing and can easily last for years on end.  
 
 
Serrated Knife  
 

https://santokuknives.co.uk/products/aiko-damascus-steel-knife-with-coloured-blue-resin-handle?variant=31886093844516
https://www.bbcgoodfood.com/review/top-five-paring-knives


 
 
Also known as a bread knife, this completes the set for the only three knives you will ever need.  
 
Again, the more you spend the more likely you’ll have a good quality knife that will last way 
longer than any no frills option.  
 
I really rate the Elite Ice, it’s pretty to look at and sails through even the hardiest of loafs.  
 
 

Air Fryer  
 

 
 
What’s not to love about an air fryer? You can massively reduce fat content, it’s way less mess 
than frying any other way plus, you can do cool things like dehydration.  
 
The absolute top of the pile air fryer comes from well known kitchenware brand Ninja. Honestly, 
I’ve saved the best to last here. I think everyone needs an air Fryer!  
 
 
There you have it, my recommendations for essential kitchen Gadgets. As always, please 
share your thoughts with me. What would be on your list?  
 

https://www.procook.co.uk/product/procook-elite-x50-ice-bread-knife-25cm-10in
https://ninjacooking.co.uk/?promoproduct=00&gclid=CjwKCAjw_sn8BRBrEiwAnUGJDu3lYmAOIx9seYt7HuA0gbzvaui8DPfYepLIGMWyDBIkSssvdHvw1hoCM_IQAvD_BwE&gclsrc=aw.ds#AF100UK

